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Fukushima catastrophe on March 17, 2011 

Provoked two actions by EU Commission for Energy 

 

 

 

 

1. Stress test 

 

 

2. Establishing a working group on nuclear liability 

 

 first meeting: 5th April 2011 

 last and 6th meeting: 28th February, 2013 
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Task for Working Group 

Status:   Different legal regimes in field of third party nuclear liability 

 

    contrary to the principle of unity 

 

 

Task:   give advice and make recommendations 

 

   (1) practical aspects of insurance (claims handling) 

   (2) amounts of insurance cover 

   (3) other possible areas 
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Article 98 EURATOM Treaty 

 

Member States shall take all measures necessary to facilitate the conclusion of 

insurance contracts covering nuclear risks. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Legal Basis 4 



1. OECD/NEA as observers 

 

2. IAEA as observers 

 

3. EESC as obervers 

 

4. Operators 

 

5. Suppliers 

 

6. Group of European municipalities with nuclear facilities 

 

7. Nuclear (re-)insurers (Pools) 

 

8. Mutual insurance companies owned by operators 

 

9. Academics in the nuclear field 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Working Group - Participants 5 



Chair: Marc Leger 
 

Main topics: 

- Claims registration 

• Establish a Europe-wide „one stop shop“ claims registration 

• Provide a single claim form 

• Provide a single set of pre-accident claims handling communication obligations  

at the national points of contact 

• Record a database of claims 
 

- Claims handling 

• Establish „one single desk“ for claims handling (national level)  

• Allow the assessment of insurers abilites by national authorities 

• Set up rules for advance payments on compensation 
 

- Claims settlement 

• Clarify how claims management costs are borne 

 

Nuclear Liability in the European Union -   

Claims Handling and Related Matters 
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Chair: Eero Holma 

Main topics: 

- What do the Conventions say? 

- What does national legislation say? 

- Insurance, operators‘ pools other financial security – definitions 
- Conventional Insurance 

- Nuclear Pools 

- Mutual Insurance Companies 

- Captives 

- Operators‘ Pools 

- Other financial security 

- State 

- Availability, insurance capacity, scope of cover incl. LAE, technical and other service competence and security 
- Nuclear Pools 

- Mutual Insurance Companies 

- Operator‘ Pools 

- Germany 

- USA 

- Other financial security 

- Issues of importance with the alternatives 
- Insured limit including reinstatement of cover after a loss 

- Nuclear Pools 

- Mutual Insurance Companies 

- Operators‘ Pools 

- Other financial security 

- Scope of coverage 

- Service and claims handling capacity  

- Availability of funds 

Nuclear Liability in the European Union -   

Insurance, Operators‘ Pools and other Financial Security 
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Chair: Roland Dussart-Desart 

 

Main topics: 

 

- Harmonization 

- Unlimited liability 

           (insurable amounts) 

- Legal channeling 

Nuclear Liability in the European Union -  Liability Amounts & Others 
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1. Member states having nuclear installations on their territories should have a claims 

management system up and running 

 

2. Member states to establish a “one stop shop” for claims registration and record 

 

3. Establish criteria for EU-wide claims handling communication in the case of an accident 

 

4. Establish “one single desk” for claims handling (national level) 

 

5. Allow for the assessment of insurers abilities by national authorities 

 

6. Set up rules for advance payments on compensation 

 

7. Clarify how claims management costs are borne 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations 
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The member states must work jointly with nuclear operators and nuclear insurance 

providers, to put in place cover that fulfils the revised Convention requirements* & ratify the 

applicable Convention as soon as possible. 

 

The EU Commission is to clarify & communicate the acceptable conditions under which EU 

states are allowed to act, directly or indirectly, to cover nuclear third party liability risks (e.g. 

for the uninsurable Convention new heads of damage, limits & cover extensions). 

 

Ensure that all financial security provided is sufficiently secure, stable & solvent to 

guarantee maximum protection for nuclear accident victims; also ensure that a robust & 

effective claims handling system is put in place. 

 

In the longer term the operators & financial security providers are to continue working 

together to investigate any additional nuclear liability capacity that might become available 

in future. 
 

 

* According to Article 7 a) of the Revised Paris Convention “ Each Contracting Party shall provide under its legislation that the liability  

of the operator in respect of nuclear damage caused by any one nuclear incident shall not be less than 700 million euro” 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations 

Results of Working Group 2 10 



1. 

 

A1.  All EU members are required to join the VC or the PC as amended respectively  

in 1997 and 2004. 

 

or 

 

A2. EU members wishing to join the VC or the PC should ratify exclusively the VC or the 

PC as amended respectively in 1997 and 2004. 

 

 

B All EU members Parties to either the VC or the PC are urged: 

 

i) to adhere as soon as possible to << their >> respective amending Protocols of 1997 

and 2004 (N.B. this sub-section (i) to be deleted if Option A1 is retained above) and, 

 

ii) if they have not already done so, to adhere to the Joint Protocol. 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations 
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2. 

 

1. establish amounts for nuclear third party liability and compulsory financial security up 

to these amounts in line with the PC(2004) provisions [Members States would have a 

reasonable timeframe to implement such requirement (e.g. 10 years)]; 

 

2. require Member States to ensure that, up to the amounts quoted under 1, 

compensation available under their legislation shall indemnify victims in all EU Member 

States without discrimination based upon nationality, domicile or residence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommendations 
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Interview with Mr. Oettinger 13 



Interview with Mr. Oettinger 14 



Munich Re Proposal 

Basic cover via 

nuclear pools and 

mutual(s) 

Financial Security 

(Operators / State)   

“Nuclear Cat 

Cover” 
Obligatory liability cover 

 

e.g.  

€10bn xs €2.5bn 

The concept – amount and scope of coverage  

1. Scope of coverage  

•  All power plants situated in the EU 

•  Nuclear accidents classified as INES level 5-7, incl. natural  

 catastrophes and terrorism 

2. Know-how 

 Pilot “Sudden Oil Spill Cover” (SOS) 

3. Coverage vehicle 

 Combination of pools and insurance/ reinsurance/ captive 

 industry  

4. Requirements  

• Obligatory liability insurance for operators of nuclear power plants with 

significantly increased minimum liability amounts across the EU 

• Canalisation of all liability for nuclear power plants accidents to operators 
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“Nuclear Cat Cover” to support uniform, improved liability coverage in the EU 
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Conclusion 16 

 

No specific recommendations apart from harmonizing liability and coverage within EU 

 

 

EU trying to increase coverage dramatically with lowest financial burden possible 

 

 

Combination of different solutions/schemes 

 

 

but underlying liability? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Personal remarks 17 

 

Notes and personal remarks   

 

 

 

 

 

 


